French artist Henri Matisse once said,
“Creativity takes courage.” Consider the
courage it takes for each artist and writer
represented in this issue of The Muse to share
a bit of their vision with us. We are fortunate
to have this magazine to display the creative
work of our students, faculty, and staff. As
you read the prose and poetry on these pages
and view these beautiful images, consider how
the act of creating is an act of courage. In this
way, we are all artists, all capable of evoking
emotion with acts of creativity. I thank
everyone who contributed time and energy
to make this publication possible. I consider
each piece of writing and each work of art a
gift. May The Muse bring you joy.

As I have seen this latest version
of The Muse come together, I have
been thinking back on the past few
years and the amount of work that
we have seen published in each
issue of The Muse. It’s been really
fun to look back at the past few issues and
reminisce over the artists and writers that
have helped contribute, and not simply take
the work at face value, but remember the
students that created this work. Our 2014
edition of The Muse is another opportunity
to take a moment and recognize the talents
that were here on campus this year and
really appreciate and showcase this talent.
Each edition of The Muse offers us archives
this talent that we can say were helpful
contributors to the culture here at Stanly
Community College, and that is something
I am happy to be a part of.
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Tessellations
By: Lizette Rodriguez, SEC Student
You are the sun
Breathing life into dust
Radiating boundless light
Yet, like a desert,
You left me scorched, dry, and empty
Craving your warmth in darkness
Abandoned by the stars
You are shattered
Pieces of you strewn
Scattered inside and out
Reflecting back at me
Through mosaics of eyes and ears
Tessellations of grins and glares
A kaleidoscope of you
Reflecting back at me
Your ghost haunts me
It tears through my thoughts
Ravages through my ribs
Flutters through my lungs
Escapes with every sigh
Crumbling to dust like a desert
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Painting: Beach Sky By: Erin Allen/ SCC Staff

Painting: Sandy Shore By: Erin Allen/ SCC Staff

Believe
By: Cindy Xiong, SEC Student
Am I to believe the truth
when I know in fact that it is a lie?
Am I to believe that the light has turned dark
when it is still daylight out?
Am I to believe that winter has arrived
when the leaves still stand green?
Am I to believe that the river has run dry
when the boat still floats?
Who are you to tell me what to believe and
not to believe?
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Starting over
By Micah Junker/ SCC Student
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Photo: Eight Degrees
By: Cindi Poole/ SCC Staff

I sat there fearful of what the future might hold. We were moving away from Kannapolis
where I had lived all my life. I was 15 years old and about to experience a new chapter of my
childhood. I remember having mixed emotions, but most consisted of intense fear. My father
sat there at the dinner table and told the family we would be moving to the land he inherited
from his parents. “You will be starting high school at Central Cabarrus,” he said. I heard my
heart pounding in my chest. Even though I hated my current school and had been bullied pre
viously, I couldn’t imagine being anywhere else. See, I’ve always been sort of shy, and hearing
that I would have to completely start over was devastating.
Once the house sold, we moved to a rental house on the other side of the city. It was a
lot smaller than the house we moved out of, and it was on a busy road. I remember the next
two years that followed. My daddy worked long hours at his job like he always had, but after
wards, would go out to the land and work hard on the new house. He worked and worked and
worked. As the contractor he did most things himself, and hired people to do the rest.
My dad is the most hardworking person I know. I honestly don’t think there is anyone
who is harder worker than he is. He does everything for my family, and gives up so much in
order for us to have what we want. He grew up in a very poor home, and did much for himself.
He paid for his own school, and worked for every penny he ever had. The second he was old
enough, he got a job and bought a car. I could never find anyone as humble and hardworking
as him.
So he worked and worked at the land on top of his stressful work schedule. The house
was coming along. My mom, my brother, and I would go by the house on weekends to see the
progress. My brother and I would complain like nothing else when we were asked to help do
something out there. I remember digging holes in the ground and planting trees. “It’s too hot
out here and I’m tired!”

Continued..
My brother and I would drone on and on. “Can we please go home?” I also remember
on better days walking to Rocky River exploring. We would put on our muck boots that literally
came up to our knees and hike down to the woods. It was fun; that exploring. Travis would lead
the way and there we would go. Mother and Daddy made sure to inform us to be home before
dark, so we usually weren’t gone too long. We would quickly rush to the Indian Graveyard a good
10 acres or so over on other family land. There was an entrance of vines and headstones without
names. It appeared the graveyard was for a small family and a few extended family members,
totaling maybe 15 headstones. They looked to be large rocks stuck where people were probably
buried. It was so cool exploring and trying to piece together these people’s lives. We took every
clue we could find and made a story. Soon we would rush home as to not be late.
After two years of hard work, we finally moved in. The day I started high school, I was
angry and nervous. Those are the only two emotions I can remember feeling at the moment. I
was furious at my father for making us move; little did I know he was doing it to help us. I didn’t
speak to him for months out of pure anger. I was scared as well, because I had a hard time making
friends and knew that starting all over again would be the hardest thing I could imagine. I didn’t
know if I would be accepted, or anything for that matter. I cried. Tears fell for the longest time.
Everyone has friends when they start high school, but mine were all back in Kannapolis. I felt
alone.
For weeks I struggled with trying to find my place. One day I was sitting in class and the
teacher was giving out an assignment. I wrote my homework down and sat there waiting for
someone to interject and talk back to the teacher. They didn’t. No one said anything. It was
silent. Completely silent. I wasn’t used to that. It was weird. I had only known students to talk
back to their teachers when they were told to do something they didn’t want to do. I went home
that day and told my mom about it, and I remember her saying, “Micah, that’s what it’s supposed
to be like.” I had just given my new school a compliment without even realizing it. Maybe this
place wasn’t so bad after all.

Photo: Plantation Landscape
By: Dan Wray/ SCC Staff
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The Future
By Kimrey Lowder/ SEC Student
The sound of birds chirping permeates the silent
air.
Reminds me that I have choices I have to make.
The chirping stops as my mind wanders away
Should I make the wrong choices, what is at
stake?

The answer rings clear.
We must learn to live in today.
Never waiting for tomorrow, for tomorrow never
comes.
Worrying and waiting will only lead the heart
astray.

Scenario after scenario plays through my mind.
No detail ever really the same.
The choices are screaming and taunting me,
playing their little game.

Yes, it is true.
We truly must live for the now.
However great an impact our choices have,
We must learn to live today, but how?

Oh, how I envy the bird,
never doubting it’s own wings.
Trusting that it will always have the strength and
never worrying about tomorrow.
If only my brain possessed such things.

So often we are afraid.
There are just so many choices one will have to
make,
but pondering and waiting,
that’s a chance I cannot take.

These choices in my head,
they never seem to leave.
Always there to make me question,
all the things that I believe.

Look to the bird for encouragement.
Always trust your wings.
Never worry what tomorrow holds.
And don’t be afraid of anything.

Tomorrow. The day that never comes.
Oh tomorrow, the ever-present reminder that I
know not what my future holds.
Should I wait until tomorrow? Will I be wasting
my time?
Choice after choice flashes by and behold!
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Photo: A Doll’s House By: Austin Poole/ SCC Staff

Photo: Home Forgotten By: Cindi Poole/ SCC Staff
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Unstoppable
By: Tristan Watering/ SCC Student
There she was, on top of me. Like she always was. In the snowbank, of course. We were in second
grade. Katie would scream "TRISTAN!!!!" and bolt all the way down from the entrance of her apartment
building to mine and tackle me. Puffs of white exploded around her smiling face. Individual snowflakes rest
ed upon her reddened cheeks and her nose would light up like she was Rudolph about to lead Santa’s yearly
charge. I rolled with it. Not that I could've stopped her.
Our collective parents heaved her off of me. Like they always did. We were attached at the hip the
rest of the way. And back again. All winter long, she followed me. Recess in Canada was spent building snow
forts and attacking snow forts and running snot-nosed and teary-eyed up to teachers, sobbing that the other
kids had trampled over your hard work. When the teachers rightfully did nothing, we exacted revenge. The
vicious seasonal cycle went on. In a relatively peaceful country, kids would still be kids. And
Katie
would be Katie. I would roll a snow-bolder as far as I could. Then, out of the mist, came Katie. She brought
the energy, the charge needed to finish the job. We'd roll it up to the fort and extend the wall, packing in the
gaps between snowballs. She would laugh triumphantly and we'd run off to make another. Or we'd attack
other forts, at which she excelled.
Christmas was fast approaching. Another girl, blonde haired to Katie's brown, gave me a tree-shaped
card with a heart in the middle she'd made out of construction paper. Katie popped her top. She didn't
maim the girl--mittens can only do so much damage. She pecked me on the cheek before the teachers
hauled her away. My first little kiss. She missed the next two recesses. I missed her. And I was surprised. I'd
never missed anyone before. Katie knew what she wanted. She defended my little honor.
Though it was painfully clear who wore the snow pants in our little relationship.
We found out she was moving shortly after the new year. The concept was foreign to her: a new school; new
people. I'd moved when I was three; Midland, Ontario to Barrie, Ontario. All I knew was there was a Thomas the Tank Engine cake when I got there and it was my birthday. Interestingly enough, it was around her
birthday she moved. March, I believe. Her people gave my people the invitations before the big day.
I went to the local drug store with my mother before the party. We found a little pink card with
hearts. Two weeks had passed. We’d never been apart so long. I got a pen, signed my name: From Tristan
XOXO. Had no idea what X’s and O’s meant. I’d seen it before in a card from my aunt. My mother also
shelled out for a little gas-station type rose--the kind you find hanging out in the Pepsi cooler at Hess and
such. I can’t recall the actual present we got her, but I was proud of it. I was proud of it all. So with my gifts
in hand and hair slicked back like a boss, I did my little elementary-school strut into the party.
It was immediately awful. Nobody tackled me.
A dog pranced by that I didn’t recognize. And she had a house. A real house, with lights that dimmed
and a garage and everything. If it were a cartoon, my flower would have drooped and I would have shuffled
back home, downtrodden. I soldiered on and wandered into the living room. There were dozens of people
there. Including her brother. I didn’t know she had a brother. He punched me on the shoulder to introduce
himself. I handed over the gifts to her parents. The huge boxes piled up on the kitchen table dwarfed mine.
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Photo: Timeless By: Angel Moua/SCC Student

Katie sat on a chair way too big for her. She waved to me. I smiled a bit, but the moment
was fleeting. She tore through her presents. She read my card and pointed into it. Her mother
whispered, “X’s and O’s mean hugs and kisses.” She blushed.
We ate cake. She took lots of pictures with lots of big people. Nobody took a picture of us. All
the kids were sent out of play in the backyard. She had a backyard. There was a park next to my
apartment building, but I refused to go to it until I’d locked down my orange belt in Karate. And
she had a swing! All to herself! Her big brother pushed her and the others. I declined. I’d been
pushed off the swings before. In the air, Katie looked down on me. We shared one last moment.
We would never speak or see each other again. She lived all the way across town in a castle. I
lived with the peasants in the village.
Her brother came up to me just before my parents rang the doorbell. Informed me that Santa
wasn’t real. One more swift kick in the jingle bells to suit the occasion.
The rose inside my heart wilted.
But we had that winter. We erected snowy monuments together and terrorized our fellow sec
ond-graders. She claimed me for a season—even going to little kid jail in the process. A little guy
couldn’t have asked for more.

Murdered Serenity
By: Desiree Taylor, SEC Student
The wind blew through my hair,
the trees shook with excitement
and danced to the wind’s song.
The bugs scurried across the ground,
the blades of green grass
moved along with them.
Birds chirp in the distance,
their song was beautiful,
even the fast-paced squirrels stop to enjoy it.
I couldn’t help but to notice,
how peaceful and serene
outdoors seemed at that moment in time.
In a blink of an eye,
that serenity was murdered.
The loud man-made noises
shattered the beautiful sounds of nature.
The sound of cars roaring down the highway
covered nature’s beautiful songs.
How can people listen to the bird’s lullaby
if they are too distracted by their own?

Illustration: Flower Vase By: PJ Ingram/ SCC Student
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Photo: Cooper River By: Dan Wray/ SCC Staff

Painting: Organic Garden By: Erin Allen/ SCC Staff

Photo By: Austin Poole/ SCC Staff
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Photo: Twilight at Albemarle By: Merlin Amirtharaj /SCC Staff

The End
By: D.J. Poplin, SEC Student
He is thin as a rail,
Physically he has changed.
Chemotherapy makes his skin turn pale,
My Grandpa’s cancer still remains.
Hospice came in a few days ago,
His life is counting down
Like a clock; his suffering feels so slow.
I’ll try to be happy for my family now.
Sitting on his lap as a child,
And eating watermelon during the summer.
I’ll miss his humble smile
And our love as strong as thunder.
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Like a flock of geese he flew away
Off in the distance, or in Heaven, where I will see him someday.

Stand Tall
By: Monserrat Solis, SEC Student
I stand tall and look in the mirror
I pledge to myself I’ll face my fears
I hear this whisper in my ear
To keep it clear throughout the years
Instead of reactive I’ll be proactive
I am the force and I’ll keep the course
I take the lead and do my chores
I blame no others for my life
All I want to do is strive
I start my day with the end in mind
Not letting one, take my time
I know my missions and goals in life
and I’ll do what it takes to make them shine
day and night I will try and try
to make my goals first in line
I can’t give up no not now
I’ve done too much to just come down.

Photo: Flying By: Cindi Poole/ SCC Staff
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Beauty in Strange Places
By: Brandi Walker, SEC Student
Wind whistles through branches of the magnificent tree.
Golden beams of light shoot though holes in the leaves,
Where hungry silk worms once perched.
Green leaves tickle my neck as I stand admiring the fascinating tree.
A leaf browning with the coming winter disintegrates as I gently caress it.
Fingers trailing the tree’s dried, cracked skin,
I feel the soft cushion of green, green moss.
I see ants scurrying along the many cracks,
Carrying crumbs from someone’s lunch,
Light chirps fill my ears as birds roost in branches overhead.
The gray blossoms of fungi remind me of white, wilting roses.
My eyes scan the grand tree,
They stop upon a black charred mark left by an angry arch of electricity.
Where large powerful branches once grew,
All that is left is a sad memory of a dark night,
The only light coming from the tree’s burning branches.
A beautiful silk web now occupies the spot,
Bringing beauty to an ugly blemish.
Other branches spout at odd angles,
Almost as if they were flexing arms trying to impress an imaginary woman.
Hanging from the branches,
Shells of once alive, beetle-like creatures hang,
Mocking passer-bys.
A trail of slime leads to a knot filled with slimy, greasy slugs bathing in their gooey residue.
Fear of possible predators,
The slippery creatures hide their faces,
Believing they are invisible to the world.
The smell of rotting bark reminds me,
One can find beauty in strange places.
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Photo: Back Yard Visitor By: Erin Allen/SCC Staff

Illustration/Photo: Life is better with Art
By: Kelly Brown/SCC Student
Illustration: Color Me By: Angel Moua/SCC Student

My Guitar
By: Austin Lambert, SEC Student
When she sings, I listen.
Her voice, a river that flows so clear.
My eyes sparkle, shine, and glisten.
Her voice is the only one I hear.
When the lights hit her, how she sparkles!
She is embodied by the sun’s bright glare.
When I plug her in, you can hear the electric current crackle.
Without her my life would be quite bare.
She’s entertaining, portable, and fun.
I hold the key to unleashing her gift to the world.
I won’t stop until she’s done,
And my fingers are forever curled.
She is my everything, my shining star,
My ultimate possession; she is my guitar.
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Illustration: Jelly Fish By: PJ Ingram/ SCC Student
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Painting: Life of A Humming Bird
By: Kelly Brown/ SCC Student

Illustration: Maldives
By: PJ Ingram/ SCC Student

Photo: Ice Art By: Dan Wray/ SCC Staff

The Arrow
By: Tia Patterson, SEC Student
My eyes were opened
My spirit broken
My senses put into motion
From the untrue words spoken
But I acted happy
Made sure I was laughing
When thoughts of you came tapping
My overtly positive attitude was baffling
Although healing took time
And you broke my heart that was prized
This of Love’s merchandise
Was still priced
As priceless
And to you, hard it hit
What for you no longer wished
Became something in which you missed
But I finally said, “No.”
I finally let go
I knew there was hope
Now look who’s holding the bow
And is in control
Of where the arrow goes.

Illustration: Wash By: Graham Russell/ SCC Student
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Photo: Cooper River Charleston, SC By: Dan Wray/SCC Staff

Photo: Ancient Oak By: Dan Wray/SCC Staff
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Painting: Andy By: Ashley Lathe/ SCC Staff
Painting: Spiral By: Ashley Lathe/ SCC Staff
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Color Pencil: A Hmong Girl By: Angel Moua/ SCC Student
Painting: Crowd By: Ashley Lathe/ SCC Staff
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Painting: Construction By: Ashley Lathe/ SCC Staff

Lost and Alone
By: Aida Moua, SEC Student
Tears stream down. My world goes shaded.
Lost and alone, everything becomes hated.
The words I write turns into venom and poison.
My pencil breaks; the whole meaning is pointless.
Broken and replaced, a new page begins.
Black ink marks the clean. It’s never going to end.
An image appears. The torment has stopped.
A tear drops and my frustration is unlocked.
The drawing is ripped; two pieces torn apart.
My powerful hands crumble my broken heart.
Trashed and discarded, my pencil starts to dance,
“Dear diary, the world is cruel. I want a chance.”
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